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Ellie in Shining Armor is an optional mission in Tiny Tina’s Assault on Dragon Keep. Ellie needs a wardrobe update, something “to protect her beautiful girth.” She knows of a location in the Forest where the local militia used to run a forge before the sorcerer turned them all into skeletons. Find armor. Knock armor from tree. Find less atrociously sexist armor. No more the knight, in shining armour dress’d Opposes to the pointed lance his breast. Many of the 19th century citations describe imaginary knights who ride to the rescue of swooning maidens. That's almost, but not quite, the figurative use we have now - present day ‘knights in shining armour’ may dress as they please. The earliest uses I've found that summon up the 'shining armour' image in other contexts come from the USA (it's ‘armor’ there of course); for example, this piece from The Kenosha Times, September 1857 Shine Armors vision for the perfect line of products started with an environmentally friendly mentality. We have formulated products that use little to no water, and have no negative effects on our world! LAB ENGINEERED. Shine Armor products are crafted by the most intelligent chemists on the planet. Every formula is scientifically researched, tested, and constructed. MADE IN USA.